Brain Targeting through Intranasal Route
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Abstract: The blood brain barrier (BBB) represents one of the strictest barriers of in vivo therapeutic drug delivery. The barrier is an restricted exchange of hydrophilic compounds, small proteins and charged molecules between the plasma and central nervous system (CNS). For decades, the BBB has prevented the use of many therapeutic agents for treating Alzheimer’s disease, stroke, Brain tumour, head injury, depression, anxiety and other CNS disorders. Various techniques and Attempts were made to deliver the drug across the BBB such as modification of therapeutic agents, Altering the barrier integrity, carrier-mediated transport, invasive techniques, etc. However, opening the barrier by such means allows entry of toxins and undesirable molecules to the CNS, resulting in potentially significant damage. Many advanced and effective approaches to brain delivery of drugs have emerged in recent years. Intranasal drug delivery is one of the focused delivery options for brain targeting, as the brain and nose compartments are connected to each other via the olfactory route and via peripheral circulation. In this review we discuss the effects of microspheres and other Bioadhesive drug delivery systems on nasal drug absorption. Drug delivery systems, such as microspheres, liposomes, Microemulsion, Nano emulsion and gels have been demonstrated to have good Bioadhesives characteristics and that swell easily when in contact with the nasal mucosa.
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Introduction:

Nasal drug delivery is used for various kinds of diseases. It is not only used recently but it recognised form of treatment in the Ayurvedic system of Indian medicine called “nasal karma”.¹ in recent year growing interest has focused on the use of nasal route for systemic delivery & Brain targeting. Drug which undergoes first pass metabolism to avoid this and increases there bioavailability of drug nasal route is preferred². It is useful for the drug which are active at low doses & show very less oral bioavailability such as Protein and peptide³.central nervous system diseases such as Epilepsies, meningitis, migraine, Parkinson diseases, Alzheimer diseases has difficulty In targeting because of the transport through Blood Brain Barrier⁴. From literature it shows that such diseases can be treated by transporting exogenous material to brain by nose or it’s an effective route by passing BBB⁵. The result of concentration time Profile of intranasal administration drug is similar to the Intravenous route⁶. The pathway employed for the delivery of particular drug from the nose to brain is highly dependent on various factors, such as existence of specific receptor on the olfactory neurons, the lipophilicity and molecular
weight of the drug\textsuperscript{7}. Intra nasal delivery is non invasive& painless delivery and it does not required sterile preparation & it is easy method of drug administration for patient or physician. The nasal route offers improve delivery for “non-Lipinski” drug\textsuperscript{8}. Lipophilic drug can easy cross BBB by traveling throw Transcellular pathway. Hydrophilic drug transport throw paracellular pathway so they have very less chance to pass BBB. Polar molecule have very less chance to pass from respiratory region to blood stream so they have some chances to reach brain by passing or travelling throw olfactory mucosa in nose\textsuperscript{9}. Although many novel nasal product for systemic delivery on various diseases are launched in market but still no drug exploiting the nasal route to treat CNS diseases. Development of drug delivery throw nose to enable rapid & effective concentration in Brain is challenges for Researchers\textsuperscript{7}.

**Advantages of nasal drug delivery:**\textsuperscript{10,11,12}

1) Drug degradation that is observed in the gastrointestinal track is absent.
2) Hepatic first pass metabolism is avoided.
3) The nasal bioavailability for smaller drug molecule is good.
4) Studies so far indicates that the nasal route is an alternative to parenteral route, especially for protein’s and peptide drug.
5) Convenient for the patient especially for those on long term therapy, when compared with parenteral medication.
6) Polar compound exhibiting poor oral absorption may be particularly studies for this route of delivery.
7) Large nasal mucosa surface area for dose absorption.
8) Ease of administration, non-invasive.
9) Lower dose reduced side effects.
10) Self-administration.

**Limitations:**\textsuperscript{13,14,11,12}

1) Delivery is expected to decreases with increasing molecular weight of drug.
2) Mucosal damages may occurs due to frequently use of intra nasal route.
3) Very specific amount i.e. 25-200µ can be delivered throw intra nasal route.
4) Ciliary movement after the drug permeability.
5) Difficult to administered drug in pathological condition such as nasal congestion due to cold or allergic reaction.
6) Some drug cannot administered throw this route because they causes nasal irritation.
7) There could be mechanical loss of dosages form into the other part of respiratory track like lungs because of the improper technique of administration.
8) The histological toxicity of different type of penetration enhancer used is not clearly known.

**Nasal anatomy and physiology:**

The main role of nose are olfaction, regulation of humidity & temp of inhaled air and removal of microorganism or particulate matter from inhaled air. By using computed tomography scan the total surface area & volume of nasal cavity is measured as 150 cm\textsuperscript{2} & 13.0 ml respectively\textsuperscript{15}. The nasal cavity is a space suited above the oral cavity & hard palate and below the skull base & intracranial compartment the nasal septum consist of cartilage in its front end and bone towards back of the nose. The perpendicular plate of the ethmoid bone, vomer bone & maxilla bone these three gives nasal septum. The left & right nasal cavity becomes continuous in the back if nose via the opening to the nasopharynx. Nasopharynx contain a collection of centrally located lymphoid tissue called the adenoid nose is divided by middle septum into two symmetrical halves, each one opening at the face through nostrils & extending to the nasopharynx. Nasal cavity is lined with mucus layer and hair,\textsuperscript{16} composed of 95% water, 2% mucin, 1% salt, 1% other proteins such as albumin, immunoglobulin, lysozymes & lactoferrin, & 1% lipid\textsuperscript{17}.
Respiratory epithelium & mucociliary clearance:

It composed of four types of cells:

- Non-ciliated
- Ciliated columnar cell
- Basal cell
- Goblet cell

This cell prevent drying of mucosa by trapping moisture. These cell facilitated active transport process such as exchange of water & ions between cell & motility of cilia. about 15-20% of respiratory cells covered with layer of long cilia. Mucus present over epithelial cell causes mucociliary clearance. Mucous moves only in one direction from the anterior to posterior part of nasal cavity to the nasopharynx. Mucous secretion gives immune protection against inhaled bacteria or virus. Mucous has water holding capacity, it exhibit surface electrical activity, it also act as transport & adhesive for particulate matter towards nasopharynx.

Olfactory region:

In human olfactory region is located on the roof of the nasal cavities, just below the cribriform plate of the Ethmoid bone, which separates the nasal cavities from the cranial cavity. The olfactory epithelium predominantly contain three cell types:

1. Olfactory neural cells,
2. Sustentacular (supporting) cells,
3. The basal cells
Olfactory neuron are interspaced between supporting cell. This are unmyelinated cells. They originate at the olfactory bulb in the CNS & terminate at the apical surface of the epithelium. The cilia contain chemical detector, it will get activated by odour and cause depolarisation by ion gated channel or C-GMP pathway. Beneath the epithelium layer lamina propria is present. Which contain blood supply, mucous secretion acinar glands, nasal lymphatic, & neuronal supply that consist of olfactory axon bundles, autonomic nerve fibre and maxillary branch of trigeminal nerve. Filia olfactory are unique feature in that around twenty axon are partitioned by Schwann cell into fascicles. This feature 10-15nm size space between axon that act as ionic reservoir for action potential propagation. Mesaxons are pores in Filia olfactory that allow passage of extracellular fluid into neuronal bundle structure. The transport of drug across the nasal membrane & into blood stream may involve passive diffusion of drug through the pores in nasal mucosa, including blood supply, nerve supply or some form of non-passive transport.

Barrier for nasal drug delivery:

1. Enzymes barrier: nasal mucosa contain various enzymes such as cytochrome P450- dependent monoxygenase, carboxyl esterase and amino peptidase. Such as enzymes present in mucosa provides a pseudo-first-pass effect. The low transport of protein & peptide across nasal membrane is due to the enzymatic degradation of molecule either due to enzyme in nasal cavity or during passage across the epithelial barrier. Exopeptidase cause cleavage of peptide at their n & c terminal Endopeptidase cause cleavage by attacking interval peptide bond.

2. Mucociliary clearance: The fast clearance of formulation through nasal cavity is due to the mucociliary clearance. Particles entrapped in nasal mucosa is get transport & cleared from body. This both combined action at mucous & cilia is called as mucociliary clearance. It has shown that liquid & powder formulation which does not contain bioadhesion having half-life clearance is 15-30 mins. Mucociliary clearance is directly proportional to residence(contact) time between drug and epithelial cells. The clearance may be improve by adding Bioadhesives material in formulation in less ciliary part i.e. anterior part of nose.

3. Protective barriers: the nasal membrane is physical barrier & the mucociliary clearance is a temporal barrier to drug absorption across nasal epithelium.

4. Low bioavailability: lipophilic drug can easily get through intranasal route. Pharmacokinetic profile of lipophilic drug administered through intravenous route is similar to intranasal route. Bioavailability
approaching 100% e.g. fexofenadine from the microemulsion applied intranasal route then T_max observed within 5min at 1mg/kg dose and absolute bioavailability was about 68% compared to intravenous administration35. Bioavailability of polar drug is generally low about 10% the important factor limiting the polar drug absorption having large molecular size and their low permeability through membrane. Polar drug having molecular weight less than 1000Da will generally pass through membrane5. Permeability of such polar drug can be improved by adding absorption enhancing agent used for intranasal absorption include surfactant (laureth-9, sodium lauryl sulphate) bile salt, bile salt derivatives, fatty acid, phospholipid, cationic compound like chitosan & its derivatives , poly-L-arginine, poly-L-lysine37.

Formulation aspects for Intranasal drug delivery-

1. **Nanoparticles**: in order to improve the absorption of nanoparticle in the Brain following nasal administration a novel protocol to conjugate biorecognitive ligand-lectins to the surfaces of poly (ethylene glycol), poly (lactic acid), (PEG-PLA), nanoparticles was established38. An approach to enhance nasal adsorption of nanoparticles is the surfaces modification with biorecognitive ligand such as lectins. Lectins are more probably used because it is non-immunological origin, specially recognise surface molecule39-40, wheat germ agglutinin coupled with PLA-PEG nanoparticles was about 2 folds in different Brain tissues compared with that of coumarin incorporated in unmodified ones. Ulex europeus agglutinins I (UEAI) conjugating also elevated the brain targeting efficiency of nanoparticles. UAE-I modified nanoparticles indicated their higher affinity to the olfactory mucosa than to the respiratory one. So it becomes the potential carrier for brain drug delivery38. Odorronolecitin was recently identified as the smallest lectins with much less immunogenicity than other member of lectins family. Odonranolecinct nanoparticles could be potentially used as carrier for nose to brain drug delivery, especially macro-molecular drug, in the treatment of CNS disorders41.

2. **Micro-sphere approach**: in vaccines delivery chitosan micro-spheres prepared in the presence of selected immunomodulatorpluronic block copolymer F127. The bordetellabronchiseptica multiple antigen containing dermonecrotoxins (BBD), a virulent factor leading to atrophics rhinitis in swine was loaded in chitosan microspheres F127. In vivo studies in mice shows that the mice immunized with BBD-CMs 1F127 showed lighter BBD specific IgA antibody response in nasal wash saliva and serum that mice immunized with BBD CMs alone32. In vitro drug release studies from microsphere were achieved according to USP XXIV nasal administration of microparticles to rat obtained by spray drying can be perform to obtained the selective CNS targeting of anti-ischmeic drugs5.

3. **Nasal Gels**: Zedovudine is transferred to brain via intra nasal route through olfactory route by using thermo reversible gelling system. The nasal gel formulation was prepared by dissolving zidovudine in pH 5.5 phosphate buffer solution comprising of 20% polyethylene oxide/polypropylene oxide (Polaxomer 407®, PLX). Thermorevesible gelling agent and 0.1 % n-tridecyl-β-D-maltoside (TDM) as permeation enhancer. The CSF and brain Zedovudine level achieved after intranasal of gelling formulation where approximately 4.6 to 5.6 times greater than those attained after IV injection43. In administration of huprazine-A nasal inside gel significantly increased distribution of hup-A into rat brain tissue especially into cerebrum and hippocampus which should be the target areas of hup A and enhance the brain targeting of hup-A44.

4. **Microemulsion and Nano emulsion**: To enhance the solubility and bioavailability of poor absorbable fexofenadine microemulsion system composed of oil, surfactant &co-surfactant was developed for intranasal delivery. oil phase used in the emulsion is lauorglycol 90, labrasol as surfactant and plurololeique 1149 or its mixture with PEG 400 (1:1) as co-surfactant result suggested that this micro emulsion formulation could be used as an effective intranasal dosage form for rapid onset delivery of fexofenadine35 in emergency treatment of status epilepticus ethyl laureate based micro emulsion may be a useful approach for rapid onset delivery of diazepam45.Mucoadhesive Nano emulsion of Resperidone indicated more effective and best brain targeting approach5.

5. **Dry powder**: intranasal vaccination represent attractive non-invasive and alternative to needle based injection and provide superior protection at mucosal surface. Powder formulation of whole inactivated influenza virus provide a novel intranasal delivery platform. The powder formulated vaccine elicited a
significant serum antibody response in rats that was at least as strong as that provided by the liquid vaccine administration Intravenous or intramuscular injection.  

6. **Liposomes**: This are soft vascular structure formed by soft-assembly of phospholipid which are the same material as cell membrane. They can be formed in many shaped & size depending upon lipid composition. Liposomes are often used as non-viral carrier for DNA delivery because of their dynamic properties of cellular membrane that interact with the biological environment\(^\text{57}\). Liposomes are also coated with several thousand strands of polyethylene glycol (PEG) to extend the circulation times in blood. About 1-2% of the PEG polymers tips are conjugated with a targeting monoclonal antibody which act as a molecular Trojan horse, specific to brain receptor. This types Trojan horse liposomes is also called PEG gyaltedimmunoliposomes. The molecular Trojan horse then binds to the receptor on the BBB and brain cell membrane, triggering receptor-mediated transcytosis of the liposomes across the BBB and endocytosis into brain cell\(^\text{58}\).

**Therapeutic application of nasal drug delivery:**

1. **Intranasal delivery of cells to brain**: the success of cell based therapy for neurodegenerative disorders depend on therapeutic properties of the cell type, on the method and safety of administration, on the amount of cells delivered to the site of injury and finally on the avoided of excessive incorporation of the therapeutic cell into other organ and system. This methodologically, transplantation may raise problem not only because of graph rejection as a result of immunological response to the transplant\(^\text{49,50,51}\) the intranasal administration of mesenchyamal stem cells and glioma cells to the brain of rodent and the enhancement of cell delivery with hyaluronidase. This biological pathway of cell migration from the nasal mucosa to the brain thus provide an opportunity for development of cell delivery method for therapeutic and experimental use in treating brain tumour model\(^\text{52}\).

2. **Rapid delivery of Metoclopramide Hydrochloride**: it is potent anti-emetic effective in the treatment and vomiting associated with migraine, cancer therapy, pregnancy. It is well absorb orally and shows peak plasma concentration in 1 to 2 hours after oral dose. But due to first pass metabolism of metoclopramide hydrochloride its plasma concentration and bioavailability showing variable values between 32% to 98%\(^\text{53,54}\). In this study nasal formulation of metoclopramide hydrochloride were developed to increase the extent of absorption through bypassing of hepatic first pass metabolism and to develop alternative antiemetic therapy. Nasal bioavailability of this drug may be improved aid of absorption promoters which include anionic enhancers such as bile salt as well as new cationic enhancers such as chitosan, protamine and poly-L-arginine\(^\text{55}\). The highest promoting effect was observed with the bile salt sodium, deoxycholate where about 92% of the drug was absorb in 25 min. from the rat nasal cavity and the Kapp showed more than two fold increase as compare to controlled (from 0.045 to 0.1017 min\(^\text{-1}\))\(^\text{57}\).

3. **Insulin like growth factor-I (IGF-I)**: intranasal administration is a non-invasive method of bypassing the BBB and delivers IGF-I to the brain directly from nasal cavity along the pathway that seems to be associated with the peripheral olfactory and trigeminal system\(^\text{56}\). IGF-I has been proposed as a treatment for stroke. However, it does not efficiently cross the BBB. Intracerebroventricular injection of IGF-I has been shown to offers protection against cerebral ischemic damage in rats although this invasive method may not be practical in humans. Treatment of middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO),treatment was initiated 10 minute after the onset of MCAO and then again 24 hrs. And 48 hrs. Later. Intranasal dosing of \( 75\mu g \) IGF-I (225g total IGF-I over 48hours) significantly reduced corrected infarct volume by 60% Vs. control (P< 0.001) and hemispheric swelling by 45.6% Vs. control(P<0.05).neurologic function assessed by the postural reflex, flexor response and adhesive tape test was also improved by intranasal IGF-I as compared to control\(^\text{57}\).

4. **Intranasal Insulin delivery**: the history of insulin was first discovered in 1992 and was successfully used for treating diabetes melittus\(^\text{58}\),although the oral route is preferred for administration of drug, particularly those required in chronic therapy, it is not feasible for the systemic delivery of most peptide and protein drugs including insulin\(^\text{59-62}\). Due to the poor oral availability insulin is now a days administered parenterally\(^\text{63}\). There are humorous disadvantages to injectable insulin therapy. Poor patient compliance due to pain and discomfort during self-injection, particularly if multiple daily injections are required and it can be problematic\(^\text{64,65}\). The difficulties in achieving normal physiological
profile of insulin by injectable therapy has led to the investigation of alternative, non-parenteral, route for the delivery of insulin in an attempt to improve glycemic control. There are number of other non-parenteral route other than oral route which have been investigated for the systemic administration of peptide and protein drug such as transdermal, ocular, buccal, rectal, vaginal, pulmonary and nasal route. Out of all this route intranasal route is more viable and effective. Sephadex (dextran microsphere) was shown to promote nasal insulin absorption in rats, although DEAE-sephadex (DEAE-dextran microsphere) was ineffective which correlated with the in vitro release characteristic of insulin from microsphere system. dextran microsphere which were coated with insulin were shown to be more effective in terms of promoting insulin absorption in rats than insulin-loaded microsphere. By using chitosan polymer as absorption enhancer the different percentage of chitosan is used for making formulation for intranasal administration. 0.5% and 1.5% chitosan was used this shows increase in bioavailability through intranasal administration of insulin.

Conclusion:

Intranasal administration of therapeutic agents (i.e., drug delivery via the nose) offers several advantages over oral, intravenous, and other routes of administration. Drugs can be rapidly absorbed through the large surface area of the nasal mucosa. It reduces systemic exposure and thus reduces the Side effects. This route also has shown clinical significance by reducing Adverse effects and Toxic Effects due to decrease in dose. Although lot more information regarding this route has to be discovered to make drug delivery through this route more effective and efficacious than other route. It is an challenge for researcher to make this susceptible to patients.
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